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Calculation Method for a Fabric Reinforced Road 

Programme de calcul pour un chemin renforce par geotextiles 

A calculation method has been developed by 
which the increase of the bearing capacity 
of a road by geotextile reinforcement c8n be 
determined. Different from the existing 
methods (Nieuwenhuis (I), Bakker (2), 
Ludwig (3), Barenberg (4), Giroud ~nd Noiray 
(5), the-method presented here fulfills the 
equilibrium conditions of the geotextile and 
the subgrade simultaneously. The geotextile 
is described by a membrane type differential 
equation: the subgrade equations include a 
bilinear elastoplastic soil model, in which 
an elastic analysis based upon a modulus of 
subgrade reaction is coupled with a rigid 
plastic analysis based upon a Brinch Hansen 
type characteristics method. The calculatioo 
method is programmed for a pocket calculator. 
This enables determination of the aggregate 
height and the required geotextile strength as 
a function of the properties of aggregate and 
subgrade, traffic conditions and rutting. 

Introduction . 

The main functions of geotextiles in high 
deformation, low volume road construction 
are assumed to be separation, filtration 
and reinforcement. Separation is defined 
as the prevention of aggregate penetration 
into the subgrade, while filtration is de
fined as the prevention of subgrade migration 
into the aggregate. Reinforcement is defined 
as the action of the geotextile that causes 
a change in the stress state in the road 
profile. This paper deals only with this 
function. 
Two types of reinforcement are distinguished: 
Lateral restraint and membrane action. 
Lateral restraint is the restraint of lateral 
movement of the aggregate over the geotextile. 
Consequently, the aggregate shows a stiffer 
behaviour and spreads the traffic load over 
a wider area. Deformations of the road and 
stresses and strains in the geotextile are 
small. The stress-strain properties of the 
geotextile are rather irrelevant. Lateral 
restraint is an interaction between the 
aggregate and the geotextile. It is assumed 
to be predominant in roads on rather good 
subgrade. 
The seconJ typ~ u[ rcinforcement is preJollll
nant in roads on a very weak subgrade. 
During rutting the fabric is strained like 
a membrane. The traffic load on the subgrade 
is spread over a larger area by the vertical 

Une methode de calcul a ete developpee pour 
determiner l'augmentation de 1a capacite 
portante d'une route, en utilisant un geotex
til e . Autrement que les methodes existantes 
(Nieuwenhuis (1), Bakker (2), Ludwig (3), 
Barenberg (4) ,-Giroud et Noiray (5), l~ pre
sente methode aS8ure sirnultanement les condi
tions d'equilibration du geotextile et du sol. 
Le geotextile est represente par une equation 
differentielle type membrane: les equations 
du sol c omportent un modele de sol elasto
plastique bilineaire, dans lequel une analyse 
elastique, basee sur un module de reaction du 
sol est couplee a une analyse plastique rigide, 
basee sur une methode caracteristique type 
Brinch Hansen. La methode de calcul a ete 
programmee pour un ordinateur de poche et per
met la determination de la hauteur du remblai 
et de la resistance requise du g€otextil en 
fonction des proprietes du rernbl~i, du sol, 
des conditions de circulation et des ornieres. 

components of the stresses incluced in the 
geotextile. The membrane type reinforcement 
is an interaction between sub grade and geo
textile. It is more effective if the geo
textile has a high modulus of elasticity. 
Separation and filtration are well accepted 
functions of the geotextile. The reinforce
ment function however used to be more doubt
ful and less defined. In many test sections 
reported in literature - e.g. Wilmers (7), 
Grossman (8), Heijnen and Lubking (9) --it 
seems to be of minor importance. Other authers 
- e.g. Blumer (10), Webster and Watkins (6), 
Webster and Alford (11), Barenberg (12),-
Le Flaive (13) - find a certain reinfOrcement 
which is more distinct as the geotextile is 
stiffer and the subgrade weaker. Kinney and 
Barenberg (14), derived simi lar results from 
laboratory tests. Potter and Currer (15) 
performed tests in which the membrane-rein
forcement was eliminated for the greater part 
by a special test set-up. They found differen
ces between the test sectien and a reference 
section, which may be attributed to lateral 
restraint effects. Haliburton (16) gives a 
description of lateral restrain~and makes 
a first step to a physical description. 
A mArhpmatical description has not bcen given 
YPt. 
The mathematical description of the membrane 
type reinforcement was first attempted by 
Nieuwenhuis (I). Nieuwenhuis solved the 
equilibrium equations of the geotextile (the 
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membrane equation), but did not give an 
adequate description of the behaviour of 
the subgrade. Bakker (2) and Ludwig (3) have 
a better description of the behaviour-of the 
subgrade, which they assumed to be in a rigid 
plastic state. However, they did not fulfill 
the equilibrium conditions of the geotextile. 
They assumed a rather arbitrary shape of the 
deformed geotextile, which they gave a 
prescribed type of deformation. 
Giroud and Noiray (5) used essentially the 
same method, but made a rather good assump
tion of the type of deformation of the geo
textile, as will be shown in the following 
sections. All authors of mathematical models 
conclude on a theoretical basis that the 
application of high modulus geotextiles with 
sufficient strength may lead to considerable 
savings or improvement in road construction. 
The same conclusion was drawn by Barenberg 
(12), who determined design graphs for low 
and high modulus geotextiles on a more 
empirical base. In 1975 Barenberg (11) made 
already design curves for low modul~ geo
textiles. They were based on the empirical 
assumption that a soil-geotextile-aggregate 
s ystem will only show large deformations at 
the point of general shear, while roads 
without a geotextile will start to show large 
deformations at the point of local shear. 
Therefore a higher bearing capacity factor 
(6.2 instead of 3.14) may be taken into 
account. Steward (17) improved this theory 
s lightly in 1977. -
Most of the "reinforcing" effects of this 
approach must be attributed to lateral 
restraint and separation. Accurate inter
pretation of the results of Webster and 
Watkins (6) confi~ms this last statement. 
It is likely that the negative findings of 
many authors with regard to the reinforce
ment function of a fabric can be explained 
by the fact that not real stiff and strong 
fabrics were used in their test sections. 
Because of a distinct feeling that consider
able savings were possible by the use of high 
modulus geotextiles, Nicolon B.V. decided 
to introduce a rangeeof high modulus wovens, 
the so called Geolon wovens. At the same 
time it was feIt necessary to have a 
sophisticated and safe design method, since 
these wovens were meant to be essentail 
structural elements. 
The Delft Soil Mechanics Laboratory was 
committed to develop such a design method 
and t~determine specificatio~ for the 
GeololP'range. 

Calculation method. 

The calculation method is mainly set up 
for low volume roads for which the con
struction phase is determinative. Figure 
shows a cross section over such a road 
reinforced with a geotextile and surcharged 
by an axle load. 
The calculation is actually made for the 
situation of a truck driving in the centre 
of the road. Howevcr, thc aolution with 
minor adept ions in auccesfully applied 
to excentrically loaded roads too. 
The calculation is kept two dimensi onal, 
assuming a long queue of trucks. The geo
textile is considered to behave like a 
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membrane loaded by the axle load and the 
subgrade reactions. 
During the elastic phase of the subgrade 
the membrane equation is g i ven by the equations 
(1) • 

-q (1) 

where, 

S tensile forc e in the geotextile 
~ horizontal component of S 
w vertical displacement 
x horizontal distance fram the truck axis 
k sub grade reaction coeffic i ent 
q membrane loading 

Equation (I) is solved for a constant load 
qo distributed by the aggregate; qo=F/2(na+2eH). 
The result is the f o llowing: 

kw 
qo ~ 2 ch(~-.() ch~ sh'7 / sh~ 

(2) 

with, JA {kIs'. j (na+2eH)fk7S:. 

x V kl s~ 

The first equation holds in o<~< o{-"1 the 

na + 2eH 

B width of the road 

Faxle load 

A track 

a tire width 

n number of tires 

H thickness aggregale layer 

e load distribution factor aggregate 

Fig. Cross section over reinforced road 
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second in o(-'7<~<O<+,? ; the third in O(+?.(~<~. 

From solution (2) it is clear that the value 
of the parameter k/5o has a strong influence. 
Its value is relatively large even for the 
strongest available geotextiles and the 
softest soils. In that ease the displacements 
outside the area <X -'1< l< 0(+'7 are negligible 
and therefore the stress state of the subsoil 
is hardly influenced by the geotextile. 
This yields the conclusion that geotextiles 
will hardly reinforce a subgrade that is in 
elastic stress state. 

If one consideres the soil stresses inside 
the area o<-?<!<o(+'7 it appears that these 
stresses already reach the plastic state for 
modest loadings. Therefore a plastie state 
has to be eonsidered. The membrane equation 
is then simplified to, 

-q 

where q is the eombination of loading and 
soil stress. The soil failure stress is 
based on Brineh Hansen's (18) bearing 
capacity formula, --

where, 

cp 
f 
N 

c 

plastic soil stress 
cohesion 
angle of internal friction 
effective unit weight of subsoil 
bearing capacity factor 

( 3) 

The size b of the plastie area is 
by the eondition of equilibrium, 

determined 

( a) 

(b) 

t 

( e) 

f 

Fi g. 2 Loeation of the plast i e area 
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b F/2(ql -'H) 

with ~ being the unit weight of aggregate. 
For the loeation of the plastic area of the 
soil stresses there are three possibilities. 
They are given in figure 2. In case a) the 
area is situated eentrically under the axle 
load. This is the normal situation. 
In ease b) a normal situation should cause 
overlapping of the plastie area's at the truck 
axis. To avoid this the plastic area is plaeed 
against the truck axis. In case c) extension 
outside the road is not feasible. Here the 
plastie area is placed against the side of the 
road. Equation (3) is solved for these three 
cases. However, the solution still contains 
the unknown parameter 50' Its value has to 
be determined by the eompatibility eondition 
of the geotextile.Its length is ehanged by 
strain due to tensile stresses. On the other 
hand the vertieal displacements cause the 
geotextile to stretch. If there is no.slip 
and this requires considerable attention of 
the side anchoring of the geotextile, then 
strain and inerease of length are eompatible. 
This eondition is mainly influenced by the 
Young's modulus E of the geotextile. 
The following solution is determined: 

I b - na - 2eH ~ d I 
As - i b - na 2eH 1 

'A3 _ 2E (b - na - 2eH)" + 3d" 
3q

l
B b2. 

i { b 

, 
jqlb 

- na - 2eH d r + 
').t 

5 ~ 

b m 

where, 

l!.s rut depth 
E Young's modulus 
S maximum tensile stress 
d

m 
location parameter of plastic area 
d=O b<A b<B-A 
d=B-A b)A b<B-A 
d=B-A-b b<A b)B-A 

The solution supplies for d~O two values of 
As and 5 . This is due to the fact that the 
settlemeWts at both sides of the wheel for 
d~O are not equal. This is notieed in the 
test cases. 

The result shows the rut depth as funetion 
of all the introduced parameters. On the 

(4) 

other hand, one may assurne a tolerable rut 
depth and then determine the minimum required 
Young's modulus and strength of the geotextile . 
A calculation programme is made on a pocket 
calculator to determine this. 

Calculation programme. 

The calculation method described above has been 
programmed on a pocket calculato:. I~ this 
interactive programme the following input 
is asked for: 

I. width of thc road (B) 6. axlc load 
2. tire width (a) 7. load distribution 
3. track (A) factor of the 
4. number of wheels aggregate 
5. number of trucks 
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8 . unit weight of the aggregate 
9. effective unit weight of the subgrade 
IO.undrained shear strength 
I I.angle of internal friction 

Output consists of all possible combination 
of the height of the aggregate (H) and 
Young's modulus of the geotextile (E), 
which are given for a certain rut depth. 
As a standard rut depth three times the 
elastic rutting is chosen, but other values 
for the total rut depth can be put in option
ally . Apart from E and H which are the main 
design parameters, information is given 
about the width of the plastic zone band 
the maximum stress in the geotextile S. 
The latter value should be checked against 
the tensile strength of the geotextile . 
An example of the input and o u tput of the 
programme has been given in fig. 3. 

FRBRIC REIIIFIMtED 
ROilD COHSIRUCTlOli 

WIIiH ROllI 
WIITH T1RE 
TRACK 
_HELS 

..... ( 8) 

',28 .. (~ ) 

1, 78, IR) 
2 (n) 

lQIj TRUCKS I 
AXLE LDAI I" KM If I 
LOAD 11m 8,58 <, ) 

IlEICliT IIGGREG H 1,1 
FIIIIR YOUHG IIOD E [KN/,] 
FAllt! MX SIR S [KN/,] 

cOftdillOft I ( ; bl" 
RUI HPIH , [, I 
tlu&. (tl) DI.151 ( ,) 
WIITH PL ZOHE b [,I l' 

YOl W ACGiEG 19 ,1 KN/,Il 
YOL W EfF 7.1 KN/ ,13 
UNIII SN SIRG [5.8 KM/ .12 
AMG INI mc 8.8 DEGREE 

1.26 
1, 28 
1. 38 
8.32 
1,34 
1. 36 
1,39 
1.41 
1. 42 
8. 44 
1, 46 
1049 
1,51 
8.52 
8.54 
..,6 
1056 
1,58 
[ .. 

.<.1> 0 8,146 • 
s(DI ) ::. 8.118 fIl 

o 8.184 , 

1. 51 2183 
1. 45 17'l3 
1. 48 14/5 
1135 1241 
1. 31 1841 
1. 21 9/1 
1,21 m 
1,21 m 
1.17 498 
1.14 m 
1.11 313 
1,19 241 
I," 177 
1,13 122 
1.11 72 

]25 
119 
95 
B3 
72 
62 
53 
45 
38 
31 
26 
18 
I l 
11 
6 

I](!G[ MlTH[H ROAD 
1,99 29 J 
ELAST 1[Sf'l"1 OIIlY 
ELAST IISf'LHI 0Hl Y 

===: 1:::===============:= 

F ig. 3 
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25 
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~ 
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__ ~ _____ " IGeoIotfO 40 
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Design charts. 

~ great number of calculations has been corn
pressed into design charts (see fig, 3 and 4), 
In one type of design charts the relative 
aggregate saving Hf%> is given versus the 
undra i ned shear strength of the soil (Cu) 
H is the weight of aggregate that is require d 
w~thout the use of a geotextile. This reduction 
is based on the additional load spreading of 
the geotextile. So with a lower aggregate 
height the same stress will be applied on the 
subgrade as with the original aggregate height 
H . At low Cu values this saving parameter 
H7H is going to be undetermined, as the road 
cangot be constructed without a geotextile . 
A second type of design chart gives the addi 
tional shear strength of the subgrade (Cu) 
versus the original shear strength (Cu) . 
The additional shear strength is the apparent 
improvement of the subgrade due to the use 

._1 ~avl/I!J:" UII dgglefjeHe 
"; 6HIHol%J 
<: 
~ AXH / OAD 100 kN 

", --

Undrallled stJear s/fength 
f--- ---( - ---t .. 
5 .0 " Calilorma BearJflf} Ratio 
H - ---t-
0' o. 

Gone reSlslance 
t-------j-- - - -i 

005 O . 015 

i - I 
'0 " 

I i -
0' 0' 

- - 1- I 
0'0 025 

Modulus 01 subgrade reae/lon Wes/efgaard 
[ j- - ----;--- - -t- -- --1 -

3 6 B H' " 

I 
30 

- - t 
• 0 

i --
030 

I ,. 

- I 
" 

GoiJio,I" 70 

GeolOrl' 40 

Cu lkN/m1 
40_ 

__ Geo/OII' /20 

Ge%rf' 70 

Geotorf!' 40 
_ CulkN/m1 
40---

__ --( Cu IkNlm1 
.0 

- - t - . ____ CBR 1%) .. 
.-+ -- _--(Oc [MNlm1 

035 0.0 

I ---( K IMNlm') 

" ,. 
Cu 2QI<Nlw' ~t:,y !'ull ,!,4IJer!/ed bdwccn Imyon Oll h/lUdU"1Y 1.11' I'dwt 
Cu 2030 IfNlm' soU oasy 10 Jmead Dy nafld 
Cu 40.50 ItNlm' sof, 10 film dlll/cull 10 knead by hand 

Fig, 4 
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of a geotextile. In this way the inflnence of 
a geotextile may be included in the usual 
design methods. 
Both types of design charts have been given 
for 3 axle loads (100 kN, 150 kN and 200 kN 
respectively) a&d the four strongest wovens 
from the Geolon range. 

Comparison of GEOL-savings with lull Beale 
tests of Webster & Watkins. 

Webster & Watkins have done full scale tests 
on an unpaved road with a.o. three different 
sections. One section with a woven membrane 
with E = 200 kN/m, one section with a non 
woven with E = 70 kN/m and one control section 
without a geotextile. These sections are res
pectively mentioned item 7,6 and 5. 
The road sections were loaded by a truck with 
80 kN axle load and graphs were made of the 
number of coverages versus rut depth. 
The following data are listed for rut depths 
of 0,28, 0,15 and 0,075 m: 

S.I - The GEOL-savings based on calculations 
with the really oceured axle loads. 

S.2 - The GEOL-savings based on caleulations 
with the equivalent standard axle of 
80 kN. 

S.3 - The savings as determined by Webster 
and Watkins in relation to a design 
formula. 

S.4 - The savings as determined by Webster 
and Watkins in relation to a design 
formula, but now diminished by the 
performance savings cf the section 
without geotextile in relation to the 
same design formula. 

These field tests are not representative for 
GEOL, which is based on the eonstruction 
phase of a road and not for a number of cover
ag es exceeding 20.000. However, an attempt 
comparison has been made in table land 2. 

Evaluation. 

I. The savings calculated with GEOL, based 
on stress reduction on the subgrade alone, 
are for most of the cases on the safe side, 
compared with the performance savings of 
Webster and Watkins. 

2. The trend that a greater rut depth corre
sponds with a greater saving based on 
stress reduction due to membrane type 
support only, exists in item 6 of Webster 
and Watkins and not in item 7. 

Field test Study Centre fot Road Construction 
(SCw) . 

The Study Centre for Road Construction has 
conducted a field test on an unsurfaced road 
in the construction phase using geotextiles. 
Elongations have been measured with the use 
of electrie strain gauges. From the prelimi
nary results it can be seen that the maximum 
strain in the geotextile coincides reasonably 
wpll with the maximum strain calculatcd with 
GEOL. In this field test a non woven is used 
under an aggregate layer of 50 cm on a sub
grade with Cu is about 15 kN/m2. The number 
of passes is about 250, the axle loads 110 kN. 
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Further research on field tests . 

The next step will be a field test using a 
Geolon 200 woven fabric in two sections with 
aggregate thickness savings of 10 and 20 cm 
with factors of safety 2 and I. The original 
design th ick ness in this location i s 50 cm 
which will be represented by a section without 
a geotextile. 

Number of coverages . 

One of the most interesting parameters is the 
number of coverages for which the physical 
in situ eonditions meet the output of the 
ealculation programme. These physical 
conditions are aggregate thickness, rut depth 
and load characteristics. For the woven mem
brane seetion of Webster and Watkins the 
number of coverages of the 80 kN axle is 
about 10.000 and for the non woven seetion 
about 600. 
For the non woven sections of the field tests 
of the Dutch Study Centre for Road Construction 
the number of coverages of an 80 kN axle is 
also about 600. This seems to indicate that 
the number of coverages needed to meet the in 
situ conditions is related to the elastic 
modulus of the fabric. 

Evaluation . 

These numbers of coverages show that the cal
culation programme is at least valid during 
the construction phase of the road. 

Conclusions. 

I. The he re presented calculation method seems 
to be a good and safe design method for 
low volume roads which are loaded most 
heavily during construction. 

2 . The use of high modulus geotextiles may 
lead to considerable savings or improvement 
in low volume road construction. 

3 . The absolute saving of aggregate increases 
with the value of the modulus of elasticity 
of the geotextile. This inerease faints off 
at higher va lues of E. The use of geo
textiles with moduli over 1500 kN/m makes 
little sense considering savings on aggre
gate due to membrane type reinforcement. 

4 . The absolute saving of aggregate decreases 
with increasing strength Cu of the subsoil. 
The use of a geotextile on subgrades with 
a Cu value exceeding 30 kN/m2 has little 
effect as a structural reinforcement mem-
b rane. 

5. The modulus of elasticity of the geotextile 
is the most determining faetor in aggregate 
saving. However, it should be cheeked that 
the geotextile has sufficient strength. 

6 . Using a geotextile as a structural rein
forcement, proper design calculations 
are absolutely neeessary to avoid mishaps. 
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Tab le 1 

S. I I S.2 

rut depth 

0,281°,151°,075 1 °,28 1°,15 1°,075 

Savings in % of the design thickness 

~tem 6 30 I 9 I 4 
1 

30 
1 

9 I 1 

~tem 7 37 I 11 I 3 I 56 I 17 I 3 
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